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MEMORY ,  IDENT ITY ,

TROP ICAL ITY

Sri Lanka is an important feature in any

architecture enthusiast’s bucket list, being

the place Geoffrey Bawa calls home. The

Architecture Experience takes the

participant on a journey starting with the

early typologies of Sri Lankan architecture,

move on to the identity of Sri Lankan

architecture, a confluence of local and

European styles, and end with modern

architecture we see today - Tropical

Modernist architecture. Bawa, considered

the Father of Tropical Modernism,

pioneered this style of architecture that

blended the ideals of his European

Modernism architectural schooling and the

intrinsic knowledge of traditional Sri

Lankan tropical architecture.

 

Dambulla Cave

Temples, Dambulla
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THE  ARCHITECTURE

EXPER IENCE

Paradise Road

Villa Bentota

The best approach to growing as

an architect is to learn from

experiencing and observing. The

Architecture Experience aims to

do just that. Participants get to

observe the journey of Tropical

Modernism, through site visits and

interactions with local architects,

and document the learning in a

themed narrative for later

referencing.

These visits will focus on observing

and learning about the importance

of site sensitivity, different

architectural techniques – active

and passive, importance of material

selection, use of local resources

and other aspects vital to

sustainability. The visits will foster a

deep understanding of building

with nature with an inclination to

local materials and techniques,

while working on the pavilion

project will illustrate the

immediate applications and

impact of Tropical Modernist ideals

on architecture across - be it in an

urban setting, landscape, rural or

any other.

9  DAYS ,

20  PART IC IPANTS ,

6  C IT IES
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LUNUGANGA ESTATE

The undisputed star of Bawa’s landscape design successes, the Lunuganga Estate has been a

constant work in progress in Bawa’s lifetime. The best place to decode the Bawa method - it

served as his 25-acre laboratory where he tested out various ideas and concepts later employed

in some of his most renowned works.The estate comprises of different sections - terraces,

pavilions, suites - with a host of distinct design ideas and inspirations, all tied by the ideology that

nature is the dominant feature of design and the finest man-made outcome is the least intrusive,

resulting in the use of only local and salvaged materials to create built spaces merging with the

open landscape.

Observe the multitudinous scope of landscape design and its ability to enhance architectural

value. Also, learn the importance of learning from doing in the architectural trade.

HERITANCE KANDALAMA

Completed in 1994, it is the first hotel outside the US to receive LEED certification. Bawa designed

this sprawling hotel with minimal intervention - the rock formations were retained and the

facade with vertical vegetation helps the building blend into its surrounding. The in-house

Biomass Gasifier and Water Treatment Plant furthermore cement its commitment to

sustainability.

Learn to respect the environment, integrate with nature and responsibly manage resources by

employing active and passive design strategies - the recurring ideologies that set this building

apart as a world-class example of sustainable architecture.

 

IMPORTANT  PLACES  V IS I TED
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ANURADHAPURA

In Anuradhapura we will observe some of the early typologies in Sri Lankan architecture like

the palaces, royal audience halls and the earliest and biggest stupas in the world along with large

man made reservoirs and tanks eg: Tissa Wewa.

Walking through the ruins in Anuradhapura and Sigriya, observe idea of pavilions and open

structures as architecture as a common occurrence in most ruins. Another occurrence to be seen

is influences of nature in context to architecture.

 

HOUSE NO.  1 1

Bawa’s Colombo office and residence is a perfect example of adapting a conventional urban land

parcel into a tropical modernist expression. As plots were added, they were united by designing

courtyards to wrap around the open spaces, blending the interior and exterior together into an

open, flowing space. The sloping roofs and structural elements compliment the European

Modernism and Sri Lankan traditional styles so characteristic of Bawa’s works.

Observe how small courtyards and green corridors can effectively create a sense of openness

even in compact plots, uniting and dividing spaces as per the landscape design.
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PARLIAMENT BUILDING

Completed in 1982, the design ideologies of this building are different from Bawa’s usual stance

of organic planning and becoming one with the landscape. Here a man-made island in the

middle of a large water body hosts grand pavilions with shimmering copper roofs visible from

afar. The bold hierarchical planning and striking choice of materials makes it a structure exuding

power and commanding respect.

Observe how to use space, scale and architectural elements as a narrative tool.

SOS CHILDREN'S  VILLAGE,
GALLE

Completed in 1994, this C. Anjelandran project demonstrates that local materials and traditional

construction techniques can result in robust, functional and low-cost structures. The rooms are

airy and well-ventilated with plenty of outdoor/semi-outdoor community spaces.

Learn how to use available natural resources and traditional techniques to reduce building and

maintenance costs.
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CINNAMON BEY

Designed by Channa Daswatte, this 11-acre resort is skilfully laid out in linear patterns oriented to

the shore such as to give each of the 200 rooms a magnificent sea view. The hotel is modern and

sophisticated but also gives a generous nod to the Turkish-Moorish history of the region is terms

of its styling and aesthetics. Waste management, recycling, solar power, rainwater collection and

greywater utilisation are implemented and highly prioritised winning it a LEED Gold certification

in 2014.

Observe how a vernacular, heritage look and theme can be coupled with sustainable techniques

to produce truly world-class architecture.

SEEMA MALAKA

A modern Buddhist Temple, commissioned in the place of an older one that sank into the lake,

Seema Malaka, completed in 1978 by Bawa, is a marvel of restraint. The complex, inspired by the

ancient jungle temples of Anuradhapura, consists of three pavilions on platforms raised on the

lake, connected to each other and the mainland by floating bridges.

Learn how to use design, materials and elements of landscaping as tools to craft an ambience.

*Detailed itinerary and full list of places on page 10
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The experience is designed with

the intent of enhancing

architectural understanding, by

creating a hands on and

interactive learning layer on top of

a curated travel plan. Throughout

the trip, participants will visit

architecturally relevant sites, both

historic and modern.

They will explore methods of

observation and documentation

while focusing on ideologies of

Tropical Modernism and its

applications. The project will start

with a pre tour assignment and

session for the participants to get to

know each other and the context of

this architecture experience in Sri

Lanka. Participants will engage with

the curator in daily sessions and

discussions. The discussion will cover

the feasibility and impact of their

design modifications and how to

proceed post-trip. Participants will

also get to engage in dialogue with

local Sri Lankan architects and draw

parallels with their design approach

back home in India.

ON  TOUR

DISCUSS IONS ,

ON  S ITE

OBSERVAT IONS ,

ASS IGNMENTS  AND

FEEDBACK

 

PROJECT

OVERV IEW

Project work by the October batch -

A pop up pavilion design
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Participants get to understand the

journey of Tropical Modernism -

how it originated, the influences,

and how Bawa made it his own.

Participants also get to understand

how sustainability is approached

in the projects visited, and the

solutions devised.

From a learning perspective, participants

get to understand how their domain of

interest approaches sustainability, and

how they can work towards Sustainable

Development Goals in their projects.

 

At the end of the Experience, participants

will have an improved practical

understanding of  what they study  in

college and learn how to implement

these strategies into their own project,

enhancing their portfolios.

 

Post the trip, their work may be

published and exhibited with

collaborating organisations and media

outlets.

 

Participants also get

internship  opportunities from our

partners.

RELEVANT

PROJECTS ,

INTERNSH IP

OPPORTUNIT IES ,

UNDERSTANDING

OF  TROP ICAL

MODERNISM

 

 

WHAT  I S  IN  I T

FOR  ME ?

The October batch at Lunuganga

Estate by Geoffrey Bawa
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Late  evening  arrival  in  Sri  Lanka .

Orientation  on  the  structure  of  the

tour  visits  and  project .  Finalisation  of

teams ,  and  the  participants ’

individual  roles  and  responsibil it ies

within  the  team  will  be  defined .

Day  1

Topic  of  discussion :  Architecture

beyond  the  structure   –  as  a  socio-

cultural  tool  as  seen  in  The

Parl iament  and  Seema  Malaka ,

preserving  cultural  identit ies .

Places  visited :   The  Parl iament ,

Independence  memorial ,  Seema

Malaka  Pavil ion ,  No .  11 ,  Bagatalle

Road ,  Dutch  Hospital .

Day  4

 

EXPER IENCE

OVERV IEW

Topic  of  discussion :  Identity  of

traditional  Sri  Lankan  architecture ,

influence  of  art ,  history  of  Sri  Lanka

and  i ts  ancient  i rr igation  systems .

Places  visited :  Anuradhapura  ruins ,

walking  tour ,  Anuradhapura  Pilgrim ’s

Rest  House ,  Kaludiya  Pokuna .

Day  2

Topic  of  discussion :  The  kind  of

varied  influences  and  strategies

employed  in  the  Lunuganga  Estate

gardens ,   landscaping   and  Cinnamon

Bey ’s  outstanding  efforts  to  minimise

its  consumption  of  resources  and

energy  while  maximising  recycling .

Places  visited :   Lunuganga ,  Bentota

Tourist  Vil lage ,  Vil la  Bentota ,  Avani

Bentota ,  Cinnamon  Bey .

Day  5

Topic  of  discussion :  Vernacular

architecture ,  makings  of  tropical

architecture  -  some  of  the  common

features  and  i ts  response  to  climate .

Places  visited :  Heritance  Kandalama

Hotel  (Architecture  of  Geoffery

Bawa ) ,  Trinity  College  Chapel ,  The

Kandy  House .

Day  3

Topic  of  discussion :   Importance

of   spatial  planning   as  a  tool  to

maximise  appeal  and  minimise

resources  consumed .  building  with

local  materials  and  local

construction  techniques .

Places  visited :  SOS  Children ’s  Vil lage ,

Jetwing  Lighthouse ,  Fort  Printers ,

Galle  Fort  Hotel .

Day  6

Topic  of  discussion :  The   scope  of

Tropical  Modernist  design  in  urban

typologies ,  presentation  and  review

of  the  project .

Places  visited :  Paradise  Road  Gallery

Cafe ,  De  Saram  House ,  walking  tour

in  Colombo .

Departure  for  India .

*All places are subject to change basis availability
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Topic  of  discussion :   achieving

functionality  and  aesthetics  while

employing   passive  planning

techniques   and  building  with   local

and  salvaged  materials .

Places  visited :  Mulgirigala  Raja  Maha

Vihare ,  The  Last  House ,  Ruhuna

University .

Day  7

Day  8 /9



ALUMNI

TEST IMONIALS
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OWEENA FERNANDES
5th  Year ,  Goa  College  of  Architecture ,  Goa

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

In  terms  of  learning ,  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  helped  me  a  lot

as  I ’m  also  doing  my  dissertation  in  this  area  of  study  (sustainable

architecture ) ,  so  i t  helped  me  save  a  lot  of  t ime  and  also  to  mention  a

different  point  of  view  from  other  participants .  Planning  wise ,  i t  was  very

well  planned  and  organised  which  lessened  the  worries  about  travell ing

and  helped  us  concentrate  more  on  the  architectural  experience .  I  look

forward  to  another  tour  with  The  Happy  Llamas  in  the  future .

SAGARIKA KAUSHIK
4th  Year ,  Vastu  Kala  Academy ,  Delhi

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  was  a  great  experience  for  me  since

before  this ,  I  felt  a  l i tt le  out  of  place  and  wanted  motivation  to  move  ahead

-  so  this  tr ip  really  helped  me  with  that  and  helped  me  understand  my

profession  better .  It  was  good  to  see  sustainable  architecture  in  real  l i fe ,

and  see  real  l i fe  interpretation  of  subjects  l ike  building  construction  and

architectural  design .  I  also  loved  interactions  with  fel low  participants .

SAPTARSHI GHOSH
3rd  Year ,  Sathyabhama  University ,  Chennai

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  was  a  very  good  tr ip  which  was

extremely  informative .  I  loved  our  interaction  with  Takashi  Niwa  -  he

explained  everything  and  answered  all  our  questions .  I  also  got  to

understand  concepts  l ike  venti lation ,  rooftop  vegetation ,  differentiating

spaces ,  which  I  can  use  in  my  college  project  too .  The  usage  of  bricks  in

Cuckoo  House ,  Terra  Cotta  Studio  was  very  interesting .  I  also  got  to

understand  other  students '  approach  to  architecture ,  and  am  even  making

a  presentation  of  what  I  learnt  on  this  tr ip ,  for  my  college .  With  all  the

places  I 've  been  to  and  all  the  people  I 've  met ,  i t 's  definitely  a  tr ip  I  would

always  remember !

PAURAS NARVEKAR
3rd  Year ,  Goa  College  of  Architecture ,  Goa

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (June  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  was  a  great  experience  as  I  got  to  know  what

analysis  actually  was .  Sustainabil ity  refers  to  solving  existing  problems ,  and

not  just  install ing  solar  panels !  The  stay  and  visits  were  planned  well .  Mohor

shared  a  lot  of  her  own  experiences  as  a  student  which  also  helped .  I  also

got  many  of  my  architecture  related  doubts  cleared  which  I  couldn 't  solve

before ,  along  with  an  understanding  of  functionality  and  aesthetic .  Overall  I

got  many  questions  answered  and  I 'm  satisf ied .



The Architecture Experience is curated

by Saagar Tulshan, who will also be

accompanying the participants on the

tour. He is an architect and

entrepreneur. He is currently an

architecture associate at one the leading

workspace startups in the world.

Through the formative years of his

career, he worked at Venkataramanan

Associates, taking lead on design

communication, architectural design

and urbanism; Saagar is the founder of

an international collaborative 'The Open

Box Project', exploring design through

tactical urban interventions, research

and outreach programmes, notable

projects include Level up: an urban

pavilion in Croatia, Reflection: a

meditation pavilion in Kerala,

SecondSkin: an open source design

project to create wearable multi

function shelters for the homeless and

refugees.

CURATOR

&  TOUR  LEADERCurator -
Ar.  Saagar Tulshan

2012 - 2016 – B. Arch at School of Architecture,

Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore

2015 - 2016 – National Vice President, National

Association of Students of Architecture, India

2016 – 2018 Architect, Venkataramanan

Associates, Bangalore

2018-2019 Architect, WeWork, Bangalore

2016-present - Founder and tutor, The Open Box

Project

Timeline
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He is also the co founder of a location

intelligence startup that creates

actionable insights from urban data. A

graduate from MSRIT SOA, Saagar is the

former vice-president of the National

Association of Students of Architecture

and has represented India at several

architecture congregations over the

years. He continues to be an active part

of networks like the European

Architecture Students’ Assembly. His

work and lectures have been widely

published and appreciated.



All our Experiences are aimed at implementing and solving the 17 Sustainable Development

Goals set by the UN.

 

Goal no. 17, Partnerships for the Goals, is key to our Experiences, since we work with a global

team of experts to be able to add value to the learning of the participants.

 

The Architecture Experience focuses on 3 of the Goals primarily -

 

SUSTA INABLE

DEVELOPMENT  GOALS

- Develop quality, reliable,

sustainable and resilient

infrastructure, including regional

and transborder infrastructure, to

support economic development

and human well-being

- By 2030, achieve the sustainable

management and efficient use of

natural resources

 

- Support developing countries to

strengthen their scientific and

technological capacity to move

towards more sustainable patterns

of consumption and production

- By 2030, ensure access for all to

adequate, safe and affordable

housing

 

- By 2030, enhance inclusive and

sustainable urbanization and

capacity for participatory,

integrated and sustainable human

settlement

 

- By 2020, substantially increase the

number of cities and human

settlements adopting and

implementing integrated policies

and plans towards inclusion,

resource efficiency, mitigation and

adaptation to climate change,

resilience to disasters

Goal 9: Build resilient

infrastructure, promote

sustainable industrialization

and foster innovation

Goal 11: Make cities inclusive,

safe, resilient and

sustainable

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable

consumption and

production patterns
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At The Happy Llamas, we curate Experiences for participants to show

them how their domains work in the real world, and how they

approach sustainability. Why?

 

We believe that the world has a lot to offer, and only on going out and

engaging with different cultures in different corners of the world can

one get a holistic view of life, and evolve personally and professionally.

We also feel strongly about the need to make this planet, the only one

that we have, more sustainable.

 

Keeping these two thoughts in mind, we work with domain and

subject matter experts to co-curate Experiences where we inspire

today's youth on how to make this world a better place to live for

themselves and their peers, and creating positive global impact in

their domains of interest.

 

We invite you to join us in this journey, and be a part of an inclusive

and global community of changemakers!

ankit@thehappyllamas.com

+91 8310 58 5352

www.thehappyllamas.com

Contact Us

THE

HAPPY  LLAMAS
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WE  A DH E R E  T O  WOR K  T OWA RD S  T H E  S U S T A I N A B L E  D E V E L O PM E N T  GO A L S

A building can only be
understood by moving
around and through it,

and by experiencing the
modulation, and feel the

spaces one moves through
- from outside into

verandah, then rooms,
passages, courtyards.

Architecture cannot be
totally explained but must

be experienced

G E O F F R E Y  B A W A

WWW . T H E H A P P Y L L AM A S . C OM


